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To evaluate which features of spoken language aid infant word learning, a corpus of infant-directed speech (M. R. Brent & J. M. Siskind, 2001) was characterized on several linguistic dimensions and statistically related to the infants’ vocabulary outcomes word by word. Comprehension (at 12 and 15 months) and production (15 months) were predicted by frequency, frequency of occurrence in one-word utterances, concreteness, utterance length, and typical duration. These features have been proposed to influence learning before, but here their relative contributions were measured. Mothers’ data predicted learning in their own children better than in other children; thus, vocabulary is measurably aligned within families. These analyses provide a quantitative basis for claims concerning the relevance of several properties of maternal English speech in facilitating early word learning.

Infants begin their language-learning careers hearing a great deal of speech and understanding none of it. As they listen over the course of their 1st months, words, or something like words, begin to emerge from the phonetic flow, as familiar and recurring bits of language. By 6 months, some of these familiar speech sequences also become invested with meaning, and so they are not just sounds but sounds that have a connection to the outside world of daddies and milk bottles and hands (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Tincoff & Jusczyk, 1999, 2012). Then, within the following year, typical toddlers develop a vocabulary of hundreds of words. How does this happen?

This question has been of interest to science for over a century (e.g., Taine, 1877). Learning words is a major part of language development and building the vocabulary is a significant educational outcome, so the normative developmental course has been studied as a great deal, especially in schoolchildren (e.g., Whipple, 1925). In recent years, increasing attention has been devoted to the earliest stages of word learning. Understanding word learning is part of the scientific community’s attempt to characterize the human capacity for language (e.g., Landau & Gleitman, 1985; Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002, and many others). The question of how children learn words has also taken on new urgency because of the possibility that intervention might elevate the early language skills of children in disadvantaged social groups and thereby (it is hoped) reduce social inequalities in school readiness and performance (e.g., Cates, Weisleder, & Mendelsohn, 2016; Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder, 2013; Hart & Risley, 1995).

Early word learning has been studied in two ways: by teaching children words in the laboratory, to characterize the moment of learning and by surveying children’s knowledge through parent report or direct observation. Generally speaking, experiments measure processes and observational studies measure outcomes. These approaches have been complementary in their conclusions. Experiments have taught us, for example, that young children use several forms of linguistic and social context to narrow down words’ meanings (e.g., Bloom, 2000; Gleitman, Cassidy, Nappa, Papafragou, & Trueswell, 2005; Markman & Wachtel, 1988; Yuan & Fisher, 2009), that children’s intuitions about categories determine their extension of words to new instances (e.g., Markman, 1989; Smith et al., 2002),
and that phonetic aspects of words affect learning (e.g., Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Storkel, 2001).

Observational studies, including large-scale inventories of children’s vocabulary composition, have revealed broad individual differences in vocabulary size, some of which are linked to demographic factors like socioeconomic status (Fenson et al., 1994; Hoff, 2006) and some of which are associated with quantitative properties of the language environment, such as quantity and diversity of child-directed conversation (e.g., Newman, Rowe, & Bernstein-Ratner, 2015; Rowe, 2012; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). Across children, not only there is considerable range in the sorts of words children tend to learn but also consistent trends, such as an eventual predominance of nominals, and an emphasis on words that bear on children’s immediate interests (e.g., Nelson, 1973).

In the psycholinguistic literature, individual word-teaching experiments tend to focus on whether or not children can take advantage of one or two sources of information in learning one word, when that information is provided in a clear, concentrated form. The experiments provide less information about linguistic cues’ relative importance in the day-to-day business of natural word learning. Observational studies of vocabulary development, as opposed to experiments, often take in the bigger picture, but rarely attempt to explain what leads to the learning of particular words, focusing instead on measures like total word counts in children’s vocabularies.

The goal of the present study was to provide a kind of bridge between these two sorts of research program. The current work is one of a few such attempts to approach the problem from different angles, taking elements of the experimental tradition, but using more naturalistic learning situations and larger data sets. For example, in a recent study Cartmill et al. (2013) drew from a giant set of longitudinal video recordings of parent–child interaction to create a database of word-use vignettes. A sample of adults attempted to identify the referents of parents’ words in these video clips, without hearing the words themselves. Correlational analyses showed that the more successful the adult subjects were at identifying a parent’s meaning, the larger the vocabulary of these parents’ children 3 years later. This effect was separate from an additional, significant relation between the sheer amount parents talked, and children’s vocabulary size at 4.5 years. This study shows that parents differ in measurable ways in how they offer language experience to their children and that features of this experience relate consistently to learning outcomes among children.

Other studies have focused more on individual words than individual children, typically inferring rather than measuring “input” features of the words (see Roy, Frank, DeCamp, Miller, & Roy, 2015). Braginsky, Yurovsky, Marchman, and Frank (2016) examined parent report data from the Macarthur Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI; Fenson et al., 1994), predicting the age at which children would be expected to know a word based on the likely conditions of occurrence of those words, where those conditions were estimated using other databases. Braginsky et al. found that across several languages, earlier learning of words was predicted by frequency (infants learn more common words), “babiness” (infants learn more words that adults think of as baby related), concreteness (infants learn words for more concrete concepts), and mean length of utterance (infants learn words that tend to occur in shorter sentences, an effect particularly strong in English).

The present study was similar to the Braginsky et al.’s (2016) work, with the important difference that the exposure characteristics of each word were measured for the same children whose outcomes were being measured. Thus, when evaluating a predictor such as word frequency, the measurement in question was derived from the speech of the mother whose child’s word understanding or word production was measured. A second feature unique to the present study was the use of acoustic measurements of maternal speech, as described next.

We examined the role of a wide-ranging set of “input” characteristics in accounting for children’s learning of a large and diverse set of specific words. This was done by following up on the pioneering work of Brent and Siskind (2001). Brent and Siskind (2001, hereafter B&S) proposed that one of the most important determinants of whether young children would learn a word is how often they hear that word in isolation: that is, its frequency of occurrence in one-word sentences. To test this hypothesis, Brent and Siskind created, transcribed, and analyzed recordings of eight mothers speaking to their infants as the infants grew from 9 to 15 months of age. Parents completed a vocabulary checklist (the MCDI; Fenson et al., 1994) at 12, 15, and 18 months. These checklists, and also children’s attested productive vocabularies as captured in the recordings made at 14–15 months, provided each child’s outcome data. The two predictors in B&S’s analysis were (a) the frequency with which a word appeared in each child’s corpus sample (based on
the transcripts of each child’s mother when the child was between 9 and 12 months of age) and (b) the frequency with which each word appeared in isolation.

Brent and Siskind found that total frequency, that is, the overall number of times that a given mother used a particular word, did not predict whether her child would use that word. However, the number of times she said a given word in isolation was a significant predictor of which words a given child knew, whether the outcome measure was comprehension vocabulary (from the CDI at 12 months; B&S footnote 3), production vocabulary on the CDI at 15 months, or child production within the recordings. The authors suggested that a rate-limiting factor in infant word learning is therefore the segmentation of words from their phonetic context, a problem that is presumably solved in the case of words having no phonetic context at all. B&S further proposed that words discovered by being heard in isolation could then go on to assist in the discovery of other words using a kind of “remainder-is-a-new-potential-word” assumption (formalized in Brent & Cartwright, 1996). Certainly the finding that overall frequency, as opposed to isolated-word frequency, was of no predictive power whatever is quite striking, suggesting that pulling a word out of its context is a formidable challenge and a significant impediment to word discovery at very young ages.

The present study reexamined this conclusion using the B&S data set but including a much wider range of predictors. Our initial motivation was the concern that isolated-word frequency might in fact be a proxy for something else, such as conceptual simplicity, syntactic simplicity, utterance-final sentence position, or exaggerated phonetic duration. Because in principle any of these features might be correlated with a tendency to occur in isolation, one cannot safely conclude that it was isolated-word frequency itself that was responsible for B&S’s learning outcomes.

Examining this question more fully leads naturally to a broader examination of which features of words (or children’s experience with words) lead to learning. Some words might be intrinsically easier to learn, because they are short, or phonologically simple, or used to denote concepts that children grasp easily. Some words might tend to be used very often, or used in short sentences, or with phonetic enhancement (“hyperarticulation”). Features like these have been linked to word learning in observational studies (Braginsky et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2015; Stokes, 2015) or to word recognition in experiments (Fernald, McRoberts, & Swingley, 2001; Song, Demuth, & Morgan, 2010). By measuring and then entering such factors into regression models, it was possible to assess their predictive power in the unique Brent data set and determine which features of words are most strongly associated with their acquisition by young children. Children’s own phonological productions were also examined for their possible predictive value (Vihman & Croft, 2007). In addition, a supplementary analysis examined the degree of alignment between mother and child in the specific words children knew, showing that a given mother’s speech relates much better to the vocabulary outcome of her own child than to other children.

**Method**

**Preparation of the Corpora**

Corpus materials were downloaded from the CHILDES repository (MacWhinney, 2000) in 2005. Significant editing was undertaken on the text transcripts. For example, sentences transcribed with “xxx” or “www” (conventional tags indicating untranscribed speech) were removed, as were sentences tagged as sung, whispered, or read; annotator comments were removed; brackets indicating conversational overlap were removed. The 169 compounds indicated with the “+” character, such as “kitty+cat” and “rocking+chair” were made either one word (e.g., “sleepyhead,” “lawnmower”) or, less often, split (e.g., “sewing machine,” “swimming pool”) based on the author’s intuitions about the words’ likely prosody and the separate words’ independent presence in the corpus (1013 tokens). Punctuation was removed and weird spellings were corrected. Words that were transcribed in parentheses to signal that they were not actually spoken were removed. Then all sentences not marked as maternal (“MOT”) were excised. This yielded a corpus of about 130,000 utterances and about 455,000 words (not including punctuation).

Brent and Siskind’s CHILDES database included recordings and transcripts of 16 children’s language environments (together with their CDIs), but B&S narrowed the sample to eight of the children for analysis. Their report does not list which children these were, but the eight children code-named c1, d1, f1, i1, s1, s2, v1, and v2 in the full set of corpora seemed to match the descriptions provided in B&S’s Tables 1 and 2, and were selected for the present study. Recordings had been made in 1996 and 1997, except for child v2 who was recorded in 2000. Together, the total corpus contained about
83,900 utterances and about 300,000 words. A summary of the number of words each mother said is given in Table 1.

**Predictors**

Features of each mother’s language were measured from their recordings and transcripts, focusing on the words that appear on the infant CDI. The predictors tested were *word duration* (did the mother tend to say the word with a greater duration than would be expected given its length?); *total frequency* of occurrence; *frequency in isolation*, *frequency utterance finally*, *frequency utterance medially*; *MLU* (mean word length of the utterances in which the mother used the word); and *phonotactic probability*, which was computed in three different ways as described later.

These measures were computed over lemmas, not types, which meant that instances such as “broke” and “broken,” or “(ba)nanana” and “bananas,” and so forth, were counted together. This step is appropriate because parents filling out the CDI probably respond to the lemma and not just the specific form of each listed word. A table linking forms to CDI lemmas was constructed by hand (with the aid of the corpus’ morphological annotation, i.e., the “mor%” tier), covering every token in the corpus. From the lemmas, the statistics were computed as follows.

**Word Duration Ratio**

A soundfile clip for each utterance in the corpus was extracted from the session recordings. The original transcripts provide onset and offset times for each utterance; these are mostly correct and formed the basis for the extractions.

To model the phonetics of the spoken words, canonical pronunciations were retrieved from the CMU pronouncing dictionary (version 0.7a; http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict). When the dictionary gave pronunciation variants, the first was used. About 600 words in the corpus were not in the dictionary. A pronunciation was constructed by hand for all of these out-of-dictionary words.

The orthographic transcriptions, soundfiles, and dictionary were fed into the HTK Speech

---

### Table 1

**Maternal Word Use for Each Child**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>cl</th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>f1</th>
<th>i1</th>
<th>s1</th>
<th>s2</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count of word types</td>
<td>1,792</td>
<td>1,875</td>
<td>1,878</td>
<td>1,915</td>
<td>1,566</td>
<td>2,047</td>
<td>1,872</td>
<td>1,581</td>
<td>1,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of word tokens</td>
<td>35,780</td>
<td>34,436</td>
<td>32,397</td>
<td>39,254</td>
<td>41,408</td>
<td>46,995</td>
<td>37,178</td>
<td>26,311</td>
<td>36,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:token ratio</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* For each of the eight children, the number of words that the mother said. Types were based on the orthographic rendering in the corpus after the cleaning-up steps reported in the text.

### Table 2

**How Many Words Each Child Understood at Each Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>f1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>cl</th>
<th>i1</th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>s1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11: Learned before 12 months</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01: Learned between 12 and 15 months</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00: Not understood by 15 months</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds of 11</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.1307</td>
<td>0.3308</td>
<td>0.3622</td>
<td>0.6476</td>
<td>0.6796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds of 01</td>
<td>0.0517</td>
<td>1.5073</td>
<td>1.2467</td>
<td>0.1344</td>
<td>0.6398</td>
<td>0.6555</td>
<td>0.1809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds of 00</td>
<td>17.2116</td>
<td>0.5242</td>
<td>0.4914</td>
<td>1.7244</td>
<td>0.5242</td>
<td>0.2674</td>
<td>0.7928</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* For each of the seven children, the number of words that the child understood already at 12 months (first row), did not understand at 12 months but understood at 15 months (second row), or did not understand at either age (third row). Counts are expressed as *odds* of being in the given category (11, 01, 00) versus not being in it; for example, for child s1, the odds of a word being in 11 (understood at 12 months) are ([140/346]/(1 – [140/346])), or 0.6796. The total number of words to be learned is 346 for each child.
Recognized as a function of how commonly their sounds occur in the language and how commonly those sounds occur together. These frequencies were counted over the Brent corpus. Bigram probability was calculated by counting the number of times each sound pair in each word occurred in the corpus (independently of the corpus words the pair appeared in), and computing the mean of the log of these counts. Bigram-type frequency is the mean of the log frequencies of the words (lemmas) in which each bigram in a word appears. Neighbors is the number of phonological neighbors of the word in question, where a “neighbor” is a word the target word could be converted into by adding, subtracting, or substituting a single phone.

Vocal Preferences

Children just beginning to say words sometimes favor words containing sounds they have already
learned to produce (e.g., Majorano, Vihman, & DePaolis, 2013). To evaluate this in the Brent data set, all utterances produced by the children (transcribed as “CHI”) were extracted and retranscribed with attention to the phonetic segments children actually produced. The utterances were not numerous—considering the early (< 12 months) transcripts, children averaged 26 utterances (range = 1–65). There was evidence for some children using a vocal motor scheme as described by Vihman (e.g., McCune & Vihman, 2001): 93% of child d1’s consonants (39/42) were [m], and 62% of child s1’s consonants (15/24) were [l]. But the other six children were transcribed as saying no consonants more than 10 or 15 times, and none in conspicuously high proportions. Thus, we were not able to characterize most children as displaying vocal motor schemes and did not evaluate this variable as a predictor.

Concreteness

This predictor was included to help account for the fact that children tend to learn words for concrete things earlier or more readily than words referring to more abstract things. Concreteness ratings were extracted from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988). Of the infant CDI words, the 86 that were not found in the MRC database were rated by seven research assistants, using the existing numbers for calibration, and the average of these was taken. The scale ranges from 100 (low) to 700 (high), but for computation was divided by 100 to range from 1 to 7.

Word Category

This final predictor was a rough three-way classification of the words by category. The categories and their counts in the complete data set were noun (227 words), predicate (essentially verbs and adjectives: 92), closed-class (45). The division was based on Bates et al. (1994), who also included a small “social words” category of nouns, which here were folded into the larger noun category. The categories are rough in part because using finer grained categories would force more words into multiple categories. Even the division between noun and predicate is approximate because of the profusion of English words that are both nouns and verbs. In such cases words were assigned by hand based on judgments of sentences sampled from the corpus.

Note that although toddlers are known to learn a disproportionate number of words for objects, this does not imply that the nouns would have an advantage in the present models. In estimating the effect of “noun” on the likelihood of knowing a word, nouns that a child did not know counted against the noun category just as much as nouns that the child did know counted for it. The fact that the CDI is, for good reasons, biased toward nouns (because children are too) means there are many listed nouns that most children do not know at 12 or 15 months. A consequence is that syntactic category is more important as a moderator of other effects than as a primary actor in the explanatory models, as will be shown next.

Results

Methodological Preliminaries

The outcome measures in the data set are a collection of ones and zeros: A Yes or No for Each Child (n = 8) × Word (n = 364) × Age (12, 15 months) × Response (understands, says) combination. Because so few words were reported as said at 12 months (a total of 93 words said, 63 of which were said by two children and the remaining 30 spread out over four), this measure was not analyzed. We analyzed the “says” results and the “understands” results separately, because these outcomes are not predicted by the same factors in other research (Stokes, 2015).

The 15-month-olds’ production outcomes were analyzed using multilevel logistic regressions. The comprehension outcomes were analyzed using cumulative link mixed models (Agresti, 2002). These are ordinal regressions that are conceptually similar to performing a series of logistic regressions. This method provides a way to handle ordered outcomes with more than two values. The advantage of such models over, for example, performing separate logistic regressions at 12 and 15 months is that they respect the longitudinal nature of the data set, with the same children and same words being evaluated two times. For each child and each word, three outcomes were considered: 00 (not knowing the word at either time point), 01 (not knowing the word at 12 months, but knowing it at 15 months), and 11 (knowing the word at both 12 and 15 months). The outcome 10 (knowing at 12 months but not 15 months) was converted to 11; this is probably sometimes wrong, but conceptualizing word learning as a path from not understanding to understanding is what permitted treating word knowledge as an ordered factor.

The use of cumulative link modeling allows us to collapse the 12- and 15-month-olds’ results into
one longitudinal analysis. A disadvantage of this approach is that it does not estimate whether 12-month-olds and 15-month-olds differ in which factors influence word learning the most. Analyses that attempt this are presented in the Supporting Information, including separate regressions for 12- and 15-month-olds and an analysis that considers only gains in word knowledge from 12 to 15 months (i.e., comparing only 01 against 00).

In each of their analyses, B&S removed any word that was not understood (for comprehension analyses) or said (for production analyses) by at least one child of the eight. In our analyses, we conservatively followed B&S’s procedure. Contrary to B&S, however, (a) if a word was listed as produced on the CDI, we assumed that the word was also understood; and (b) when a CDI was missing for a given child at a given age, we treated it as missing data, whereas B&S used the next available CDI for that child (i.e., a CDI collected 3 months later). All together, these provisions reduced the set of word types being predicted from 357 to 339 words (“understands” analysis) and 215 words (“says” analysis).

Logistic regressions were computed in R (R Core Team, 2015, version 3.2.0) using the glmer function of the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and the clmm function of the ordinal package (Christensen, 2015). Highly skewed variables (the frequencies) were log transformed, and variables were centered (but not scaled, to keep the coefficients interpretable in terms of what they measure). In general, the initial models were as full as possible given the hypotheses, and models were simplified by removing variables that did not improve fits or that were not needed for the models to converge (where “full” means including separate slopes for different mother–child pairs and as many theoretically reasonable interactions as the fitting could support). Variables that approached significance were retained in the models to help estimate their importance. Models were verified informally by graphical means and by rerunning the final models six additional times each leaving out one mother–child pair, to be sure no conclusions depended on a particular child. These tests yielded results very similar to the complete models.

The large number of predictors we wished to evaluate required some constraint on the set of hypotheses tested, in that not all possible interactions could reasonably be included in the model. In the initial analyses, priority was granted to four factors: total word frequency, isolated-word frequency, duration, and the three-way syntactic category division. Inclusion of the duration measure required that the data set be restricted to the words for which acoustic data were available; for example, the analyses of word understanding that included the duration predictor included 2,160 observations rather than 2,768, and an average of 270 rather than 339 word types. When duration was not a relevant predictor, models using the larger data set without this restriction are reported.

Word Comprehension

Because one child (coded s2) was missing the 12-month CDI, the word comprehension analyses concerned seven children. The number of words each child had in each outcome category is given in Table 2, with children ordered by the number of words they already understood at 12 months. The table also presents the odds of a word being in the given outcome category, for each child. Odds are given because the analysis results reflect the impact of the predictors on the odds of the outcomes rather than their probabilities. Odds below one indicate that most words did not fall into that outcome category; odds above one indicate that most words did, for that child. For reference, note that odds of .667 correspond to a probability of .40, that is, .40/.60.

All seven of the children knew more nouns than words from other categories at both 12 and 15 months, but the proportion of the listed nouns known, relative to other categories, varied widely across children. For example, at 15 months child v2 was reported to know 47% of the nouns but virtually all of the closed-class words. The total and proportions are shown in Figure 1. These strong but divergent interchild patterns were handled in the analyses by fitting child-specific slopes to the random effects of word type in the regression models.

The final model included total frequency, isolated-word frequency, concreteness, word category, and the interaction of word category with isolated-word frequency; in addition, MLU was retained, though not significant ($p = .072$), to allow comparison of its effect size with the others (see Appendix). Median word duration ratio, neighbor counts, bigram probability or type frequency, and number of syllables were not retained. By far, the strongest, most consistent predictor was word frequency (Figure 2). An increase of 1 in log frequency increased the odds ratio of moving from not knowing to knowing (at 12 or 15 months) 1.613 times. For example, child v1’s odds of a word having the
outcome 11 (understood already at 12 months vs. either of the other outcomes) were 0.648. Were a word to be heard more frequently, in the amount of an increase of 1 in its log frequency, we would expect the odds of outcome 11 to instead be \(0.648^{9.1.613}\) or 1.045—a probability of 51.1% rather than 39.3%. An increase of 1 in log frequency corresponds to (for example) hearing a word three times (the overall median over all CDI words) to hearing it about 10 times. Coefficients, odds multipliers, interquartile ranges, and \(p\) values for total frequency and the other significant predictors (and nonsignificant associated levels and interactions) are given in Table 3. Note that in the case of isolated predicate and isolated closed-class words, the coefficient given is the sum of the coefficient for nouns (the reference level) and the interaction coefficient for the case of the word being a predicate or closed-class words. For the isolated-frequency interactions, the \(p\) value is derived using the standard errors of the base case and the interaction terms and their covariance.

Brent and Siskind reported that total frequency was not a significant predictor. This noneffect (with the significant effect of isolated frequency) is readily replicable in the present data set in a simple linear model if raw frequency counts, rather than their logarithm, are used as predictors. This implementational difference appears to account for the difference in our results. Because the Zipfian (Pareto, power law) distribution of raw word frequencies leads them to be fitted poorly by regression models (whether linear or logistic), it is customary to use log frequencies instead in psychological and linguistic modeling (e.g., Baayen, 2001; Massaro, Taylor, Venezky, Jastrzembski, & Lucas, 1980; Schreuder & Baayen, 1997). A poorly fitting model can obscure the clear relationship between frequency and learning; thus, in the present work, all frequencies were log transformed.

Frequency in isolation had a significant effect, but the size of the effect varied by word type (Figure 3). For nouns, an increase of 1 in log isolated frequency raised the odds of knowing a word by 1.76 times. For closed-class words, an increase of 1 in log isolated frequency raised the odds by 1.98 times. These effects are quite strong. That said, most (85%) of the words were never heard in isolation at all; the 86th percentile corresponds to one instance, and the 92nd percentile corresponds to

![Figure 1. Each child’s count of words not known at 12 and 15 months (00), words not known at 12 months but known at 15 months (01), and words known already at 12 months (11), all split by word category (N = nouns, pred. = predicates, closed = closed-class words). Children tend to know more nouns, but proportionally speaking, often knew a greater fraction of the words in other categories. Each child is labeled by his or her code in the corpus files (c1, d1, fl . . .). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com](Image)](image_url)
two. Strikingly, frequency in isolation had no measurable effect on the acquisition of predicates (an estimated coefficient of \(-.017\), with standard deviation of about .188). For example, all mothers but one said the word *look* in isolation more than 25 times, yet only three children were said to know it.

Although we did not classify isolated words as utterance-final, they are, naturally, the last (and first) words in their utterance. Is the isolated-frequency effect actually an utterance-finality effect? This is a plausible hypothesis, given that mothers tend to elongate utterance-final words in speech to infants (Fernald & Mazzie, 1991), and given that 1-year-olds recognize utterance-final words more readily than utterance-medial words (Fernald et al., 2001). A prediction that follows is that utterance-final frequency would predict understanding better than utterance-initial frequency. This turns out to be false: Their predictive power was very similar in a regression model equivalent to our final model (described above), but replacing total frequency with utterance-final utterance-medial, and utterance-initial frequencies as predictors. The beta coefficients were .34 (SE = .07) for final, .32 (SE = .08) for nonfinal (both \(p < .0001\)), and \(-.02\) (SE = .10) for initial (ns). Thus, and somewhat surprisingly, utterance-final word position did not present evidence of playing a special role, and utterance-initial position showed no promise with the other word frequency predictors in the model.

Higher concreteness led to words being more likely to be understood, even with word category included in the analysis. An increase of 1 in concreteness (about .8 SD) raised the odds of knowing a word by 1.42 times.

The idea that more concrete words would be easier to learn has a long history in the study of word learning, traditionally in explaining why toddlers learn nouns in greater numbers than verbs (e.g., Gentner, 1982, who ties the basic idea of nominals’ conceptual simplicity back to Aristotle). Here, we find that the same is true even within categories: For example, children apparently found high-concreteness predicates like *kiss* and *hot* easier to learn than lower concreteness predicates like *hurry* and *careful*.

In sum, analyses of word understanding at 12 and 15 months partially supported Brent and
Siskind’s original conclusions. Isolated-word frequency was a significant predictor, just as B&S argued, though this effect was moderated by word type and dwarfed by the effect of overall (log) frequency. Independently of frequency, concreteness was linked to understanding.

### Word Production at 15 Months

One child (f1) was not reported to say any words, so all analyses considered only the remaining seven children. At 15 months, the number of words these children said ranged from 14 to 152, with $M = 54$ and $SD = 48$ (see Table 4). If including words that lacked acoustic duration data, the range was 16–175 ($M = 64$). As in the comprehension data set, children differed in their proportions of words said in each category (Figure 4).

The final model included total frequency, isolated-word frequency, and word category. MLU and word duration ratio were retained in the model though not significant ($p_s = .052$ and .123, respectively) to allow comparison of their effect size with the others (see Appendix). The coefficients and other statistics for the significant predictors are shown in Table 5.

### Table 3

Regression Coefficients and Descriptive Statistics of Significant Predictors in the Word-Understanding Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Coef</th>
<th>Exp(coef)</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>90–10R</th>
<th>$p$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total frequency.c</td>
<td>0.4781</td>
<td>1.6129</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated freq. (nouns)</td>
<td>0.5654</td>
<td>1.7602</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>.0083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated freq. (closed)</td>
<td>0.6830</td>
<td>1.9798</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated freq. (pred.)</td>
<td>-0.0170</td>
<td>0.9831</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>&gt; .9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLU.c</td>
<td>-0.0580</td>
<td>0.9437</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>.0725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concreteness.c</td>
<td>0.3531</td>
<td>1.4235</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>.0124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class(closed)</td>
<td>-1.6105</td>
<td>0.1998</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>&gt; .6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class(predicate)</td>
<td>-0.2099</td>
<td>0.8107</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>&gt; .6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Coef refers to the estimated beta coefficient from the ordinal regression model. Exp(coef) provides the number by which the odds of moving from 00 to 10 or from 10 to 11 should be multiplied given an increase of 1 in the predictor’s value. IQR (interquartile range) is the difference in value between the 75th and 25th percentiles for values of the numerical predictors. 90–10R is like the IQR but uses the 90th and 10th percentiles. These give a sense of how many “increases of one” of the predictor’s value are actually available in the range of the data. The IQR of isolated word frequency is zero because more than 75% of the Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) words never occur in isolation. MLU = mean length of utterance; na = not applicable.
Predictors that never improved model fit (or came close) included concreteness, bigram probability, bigram-type frequency, neighbor counts, number of syllables, or any of the tested interactions.

Once again the word-frequency variables were the strongest predictors. An increase of 1 in log frequency increased the odds of saying a word by 1.32 times, and an increase of 1 in log isolated frequency increased the odds 1.68 times. These effects are slightly smaller than in the comprehension analysis, but here the effect of hearing a word in isolation was present across the three word types. These effects are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

Once again it did not seem that the isolated-word effect was actually a form of utterance-final advantage. As in the comprehension analysis, the production model was rerun with the total frequency term replaced by initial, medial, and final log frequencies as predictors. In this model, utterance-final frequency was not even significant ($p > .5$), though utterance-medial frequency was ($\beta = .35, p < .01$), and isolated frequency was quite strong ($\beta = .57, p = .0002$). Utterance-initial frequency was not a significant predictor ($p > .3$). Duration ratio was a marginal predictor in this analysis ($\beta = .34, p = .08$), but removing duration as a predictor did not improve the predictive power of utterance-final frequency. Thus, the isolated-word advantage did not reduce to a general advantage for utterance-final words.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>c1</th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>i1</th>
<th>s1</th>
<th>s2</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not saying</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saying</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds</td>
<td>3.674</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* For each of the seven children, the number of words that the child was reported to not yet say (first row), to say (second row), and the odds of saying the word (third row). Child f1 is not shown because the Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) indicated no words said.
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When words tended to occur in long sentences, children were somewhat less likely to say them. The mean MLU, computed over moms and words (types), was 4.7 (SD across moms = .33; range = 4.3–5.3). According to the regression model, an increase of 1 in median MLU would be expected to decrease the odds of the child saying the word by a factor of .89 times. For example, a child having .28 odds of saying a word on the CDI (the median in the present sample of 7; a probability of about 21.8%) would be predicted to say a word with (.28 × .89 ≈ .25) odds, or about 20%, with an increase of 1 in median MLU. Density plots showing this effect for each child separately are given in Figure 7.

Children were also more likely to say words that were commonly spoken with long durations, but this effect was marginal in our main analysis. As described earlier, this measurement was computed relative both to the length of the word and the speaker’s typical rate. Many of the most commonly elongated words were words for things or body parts, including eye (mean ratio 2.6), shoe (2.3), bear (2.1), or nose (2.0); but at the same time, many semantically similar words were not particularly elongated, such as mouth (1.1), sheep (1.3), or pants (1.5). An increase of .5 in the duration ratio (e.g., from the 35th percentile, 1.25, to the 79th percentile, 1.75) was estimated to increase the odds of saying a

### Table 5
Regression Coefficients and Descriptive Statistics of Significant Predictors in the Word-Saying Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Coef</th>
<th>Exp(coef)</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>90–10R</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total freq.c</td>
<td>0.2754</td>
<td>1.3171</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated freq.c</td>
<td>0.5197</td>
<td>1.6815</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLU.c</td>
<td>−.1147</td>
<td>0.8917</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration ratio.c</td>
<td>0.2922</td>
<td>1.3393</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>.1233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class(closed)</td>
<td>−.7239</td>
<td>0.4848</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>.1709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class(pred.)</td>
<td>−1.5665</td>
<td>0.2088</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>.0031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Coef refers to the estimated beta coefficient. Exp(coef) provides the number by which the odds of saying a word should be multiplied given an increase of 1 in the predictor’s value. IQR (interquartile range) is the difference in value between the 75th and 25th percentiles for values of the numerical predictors. 90–10R is like the IQR but uses the 90th and 10th percentiles. MLU = mean length of utterance.
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word by 1.16 times. In practice, this suggests that mothers would need to slow down their average speaking rate for a word quite substantially to have a large impact on their child’s vocal production for that word at 15 months. Density plots showing the duration ratios for said and not said words for each mother–child pair are given in Figure 8.

To summarize, the results again supported Brent and Siskind’s (2001) claim that isolated-word frequency predicts word production in individual 15-month-olds. Other predictors were also important: total frequency, MLU (which makes words less likely to be said), and perhaps exaggerated duration (which makes words more likely to be said).

**Maternal Specificity**

A special feature of the B&S data set is the provision of both environment and outcome results for individual children. Is this link an important feature of our results, or are the measured linguistic environments interchangeable? One way to assess this is to run the models again but using one mother’s production data to predict word learning in other mothers’ children. If parent–child pairs are aligned, as opposed to simply being samples from a uniform language distribution, models using parent $\alpha$ to predict child $\beta$ should fit poorly.

To this end, we generated all possible pairings of mothers’ input data and children’s outcomes, and compared the regression results for the true pairings (every mother with her own child) with the false pairings. If the relationship between a predictor and its outcome is child specific, then we would expect that only a small number of regressions would (by chance) yield a stronger predictive value than the actual mother–child pairing. The results can be illustrated by considering the number of $p$ values in the regressions that indicate a more reliable result than the true one.

In the understands analysis, the predictors were stronger for correct pairings than for random pairings for most variables. For total frequency, none of the 5,039 random pairings exceeded the predictive reliability of the single correct pairing. For isolated frequency, only 3.1% did; for concreteness, none did; for MLU, 20.2% did; for word type predicate, 0.3%; word type closed-class, none. Thus, the only case where we failed to find considerable mom–child specificity was the case of MLU, which may not be surprising given that a portion of the MLU data is shared among the mothers. In the says analysis, true predictors again outperformed most of the randomized ones: total frequency, 2.9%; isolated frequency, 3.7%, MLU, 5.2%, duration ratio, 5.7%, word-type predicate, 10.1%, word-type closed-class, 4.8%.

These analyses indicated substantial maternal specificity. This being said, the precise specificity estimates given above involve a complex partitioning of variance among the variables—as illustrated
by the fact that the predictive value of concreteness was greatest in the original “understands” analysis, even though the concreteness values were the same across children.

Another way to consider the issue of variability among mothers is to examine which lexical variables were most strongly correlated. Considering all pairwise correlations among mothers, log total frequency of words was strongly correlated, but log isolated frequency was much less strongly correlated. Correlations for the full set of important predictors that varied over mothers are given in Table 6.

The implication of this set of comparisons is that although there is some consistency in how mothers make words easier to learn (through higher frequency, shorter utterances, etc.), the specific words that are being emphasized in this way vary measurably from family to family. The statistical characteristics of speech in different households are different enough to have a strong impact on the likelihood that children will learn particular words.

Discussion

Our analysis found that samples of children’s language environment predict those children’s vocabulary outcomes. Overall word frequency was the most consistent and important predictor: When children hear a word many times, they are more likely to understand and say that word. In addition, children were more likely to understand and say words that appeared in one-word utterances and words that otherwise tended to appear in shorter rather than longer utterances. Words with more concrete denotations were understood more often, and words that tended to be exaggerated by mothers in their pronunciation (by lengthening, and
probably other forms of hyperarticulation that typically go along with lengthening) were said more often (though this effect was not statistically significant). Here, we consider each of these predictors, starting with isolated-word frequency, which was emphasized by the originators of the corpus.

**Isolated-Word Frequency**

Examining which words young children learn, given the language they hear, should tell us something important about how learning works. Our investigation began from Brent and Siskind’s (2001) conclusion that young 1-year-olds learn words most easily when those words are presented in isolation. The implication of this conclusion is that the problem of finding word forms in their phonetic context is one of the most important limiting factors in the development of the early vocabulary.

What we found here, using the same sample, is that hearing words in isolation does indeed help 12- and 15-month-olds learn words (at least inasmuch as such conclusions can be drawn from correlational analysis). This effect does not reduce to any of a number of potential confounds: the potentially longer duration of words in isolation, their position
at the end of utterances, their (rough) syntactic class, their high frequency in general, nor a global benefit from appearing in short (but not necessarily one-word) utterances. Either there is some lurking correlated feature of isolated words that we have not measured (i.e., a peculiarity that causes words to be said in isolation and also makes them easier to learn), or appearing in one-word utterances does aid in word learning.

Why is this? The usual explanation, as given above, concerns word segmentation: Discovering the lexical units in a phonetically continuous, multiword stream of speech is difficult. This has been shown in numerous studies of infants and adults (e.g., Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999; Mattys & Jusczyk, 2001; Seidl & Johnson, 2006; see Cutler, 2012 for a comprehensive overview). Another possibility is that words appearing in isolation are free of phonetic context effects that might lead infants to have only a vague impression of the words’ sounds (a hypothesis that could in principle be tested by comparing words that are differentially affected by their most frequent contexts). It is also possible that infants’ cognitive resources for attending to and encoding utterances are limited by quantity, and one word is simply easier to store in memory than two or more.

**Overall Frequency**

Perhaps the least surprising of our results is that overall frequency is a strong predictor of word learning. We were able to replicate B&S’s extraordinary failure to find a frequency effect by using raw frequency rather than log frequency, but the log frequency provides a better match to the data and to common practice in psycholinguistics and computational linguistics. The frequency effect itself does not resolve its cognitive mechanism, however, including the question of whether infants learn a little bit from each instance they encounter, or learn a lot from infrequent but very informative instances (Trueswell, Medina, Hafri, & Gleitman, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2012; Yurovsky & Frank, 2015).

**Concreteness**

The impact of concreteness, though somewhat less strong than that of frequency, is also consonant with prior descriptions of children’s word learning. Children tend to learn many words for manipulable objects. Perhaps more interesting here is the fact that this effect, when found, was not restricted to objects. Nor was it driven by famously “invisible” predicates like think or know (e.g., Gleitman et al., 2005). High-concreteness words like eat and hug were marked as known more than words like hurry and make.

Curiously, the effect of concreteness was strong in the comprehension analyses but not in production. In principle, this could have been due to the greater importance of MLU and duration in the production analyses, but concreteness is positively correlated with duration ($r = .37, p < .001$) and uncorrelated with MLU ($r = .03, ns$); furthermore, replacing duration with concreteness in the model does not yield a significant role for concreteness. Thus, it is unlikely that these other predictors mussed concreteness aside.

One explanation for this result is that concreteness is an important factor in children’s discovery of word meaning, but once the word is understood, the barriers to speaking the word are not conceptual at all but bear more on the child’s phonological skills (in interaction with their parents’ ability to understand their utterances). In our analysis, the phonological variables like syllable number and phonotactic probability did not have significant predictive power, but this does not rule out such a possibility.

Another potential explanation is that concreteness in the comprehension analyses but not the production analyses actually tells more about the mothers than their children. Although observational assessments of the reliability of parent report on the CDI have shown significant correlations between measures, establishing the validity of parents’ judgments of comprehension in infancy is challenging (e.g., Feldman et al., 2000; Fenson et al., 1994). Mothers may believe their children more likely to know words for more concrete concepts, producing a bias that underlies the predictive value of concreteness in our analyses. Such a bias would seem less likely to apply to predictors like phonetic duration, bigram probability, or MLU.

**Median Length of Utterance**

Median MLU (maternal utterance length in words) was negatively associated with word learning, though the effect fell shy of statistical significance in our final models. A significant MLU effect in the same direction was reported by Braginsky et al. (2016) and Roy et al. (2015). This effect could be due to the same word-identification difficulties that also support the learning of isolated words: If a word tends to appear in the context of many other words, it may be harder to extract and remember, or its meaning may be harder to identify. Alternatively, the short-MLU advantage might be due to children’s difficulty in producing the longer utterances that
high-MLU words appear to demand more frequently. This would explain why the MLU effect was only reliable in the production analysis. Given that the MLU effect did not interact with word type, it is not likely to be primarily due to the syntactic demands of each word; rather, some words tended to be used to express more complex ideas in longer sentences (such as window in wanna go look out the window?) relative to others (such as raisin in like some raisins?). These potential mechanisms are quite different from one another, but we cannot weigh them definitively here.

**Phonetic Duration**

Fifteen-month-olds were somewhat more likely to say words that their mothers spoke with exaggerated duration, though this effect was not very consistent. Not a hint of this effect was present in the comprehension data at the same age. This difference is surprising, given that in laboratory tests of word understanding, 15-month-olds perform better when words are produced with greater duration, even utterance medially (Fernald, McRoberts, & Herrera, 1992; Fernald et al., 2001). Perhaps exaggerated duration is useful for word recognition in 1-year-olds but not materially beneficial for learning words. Another possibility is that exaggerated duration is useful for learning, but relatively few such instances are required and we did not capture them. In the case of children’s word production, children may be disposed to say words whose importance is signaled by mothers through prosodic lengthening. Or hearing words with longer durations may lead children to have more accurate representations of words’ form (or more confidence in their knowledge) leading to a greater chance of producing the word. A final possibility is that in fact mothers exaggerate words after children say them; that is, that child productions cause greater maternal word duration rather than the other way around (e.g., Gros-Louis, West, & King, 2014).

**Phonotactics**

The phonotactic variables did not have significant effects. Number of neighbors was never a significant contributor; nor was bigram probability (over types or over tokens). Other studies have, on the contrary, found effects of both neighborhood density and phonotactic probability. Storkel (2009), in a study of 1;4- to 2;6-year-olds’ CDIs, found that children learned low-probability CDI words at younger ages than high-probability words. Low-probability words may be less confusable with existing words—they “stick out” more (Han, Storkel, Lee, & Yoshinaga-Itano, 2015; Swingley & Aslin, 2007). On the other hand, words with many phonological neighbors appear to be learned at younger ages than words with few neighbors (Storkel, 2009). Words with many neighbors predominate in the productive lexicons of young children with relatively small vocabularies (Stokes, 2010; Stokes, Bleses, Basbøll, & Lambertsen, 2012), though Stokes (2015) found that this was not true of the words children know but do not say.

These somewhat contradictory patterns are puzzling: If high-probability words are harder to learn because they are not distinctive, large-neighborhood words should be harder to learn for precisely the same reason. Perhaps large-neighborhood words are harder to learn at first, because they are confusable, but once learned are easier to remember because neighbors reinforce each other in memory when they are heard and used (Stokes, 2015; Storkel, 2009). Here, the phonotactic predictors were computed from the Brent corpus but not linked from mother to child; thus, for these measures we do not have reason to take our null results on these predictors as challenging the prior analyses, some of which involved hundreds of (slightly older) children. What we may say with more confidence is that our other significant predictors are unlikely to have been statistical proxies for phonotactic variables.

**Summary**

To summarize, we found that infants are reported to know and say words more often when those words are frequent overall and when they are frequently used in one-word utterances. Considering receptive vocabulary at 12 and 15 months, and productive vocabulary at 15 months, the predictors of concreteness, MLU, typical duration, and phonotactic probability all influenced word learning to varying degrees among these outcome measures. Higher concreteness (independently of word class) was linked to word understanding; lower MLU and greater durational exaggeration were linked to word production.

This study has several limitations. There were only seven subjects in each analysis. There is no guarantee that the parents and children were typical of American English learners, and although the overall corpus is large by infant research standards, analyses like this one, which depend on details of specific words, are inevitably weakened by the data sparsity that comes from short sampling windows (relative to the child’s daily experience) and from the skewed nature of linguistic frequency.
distributions. As a result, the study (like any other) may have missed or mischaracterized some relationships between children’s environment and their language outcomes. In addition, the outcome measure was based on parent report, which may suffer from bias of various kinds, particularly in estimation of children’s receptive vocabulary. Of course, the degree to which our results can be generalized beyond American English remains to be seen (Braginsky et al., 2016).

In spite of these limitations, the study is one of a small number in which fine-grained details in individual parents’ ordinary language behavior were related to very specific linguistic outcomes (e.g., Cristia, 2010; Roy et al., 2015). We found consistency across mothers in the properties of words that made them easier for their 1-year-olds to learn, but the specific words exhibiting those properties varied from family to family. The fact that individual children’s language environments were related to the words they knew in dyad-specific ways points to the value of quantifying individual children’s language environments to predict linguistic outcomes.
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Appendix

The input data were in a format with one row per child per word. The outcome being predicted in each regression (specified to the left of the tilde $\sim$ in the invoking R command) is a vector (column) from the set 00,01,11 for the comprehension analyses and 0,1 for the production analyses. Elements to the right of the tilde are predictors, where $\cdot c$ in the name indicates that the predictor was mean centered. The reference level of the word category variable was noun; interactions represent departures from the reference case. The notation (1 + predictor | mom) means that mom is a random effect with intercept varying by mom and the slope of that effect allowed to vary according to predictor. Interactions are specified using a colon, as in isol.freq:word.category. In the linear regression analysis, family=“binomial” and control=glmerControl(optimizer=“bobyqa”) were added, the latter because it specifies a search algorithm that seemed to converge in more analyses.

Fixed Effects in Cumulative Link Mixed Regression Model for Understanding Words at 15 Months

The final model was specified as follows:

```
glmer(says.15 ~ total.freq.log.c + isol.freq.log.c + median.MLU.c + duration.c + word.category + (1 + word.category | mom) + (1 | word))
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Coef. (SE coef.)</th>
<th>t Value</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.0959 (0.5858)</td>
<td>-1.8085</td>
<td>.0708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log total frequency.c</td>
<td>0.2754 (0.0792)</td>
<td>3.4761</td>
<td>.0005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log isolated freq.c</td>
<td>0.5197 (0.1492)</td>
<td>3.4823</td>
<td>.0005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLU.c</td>
<td>-0.1147 (0.0591)</td>
<td>-1.9393</td>
<td>.0527+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration ratio.c</td>
<td>0.2922 (0.1894)</td>
<td>1.5422</td>
<td>.1233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class(closed)</td>
<td>-0.7239 (0.5284)</td>
<td>-1.3701</td>
<td>.1709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class(predicate)</td>
<td>-1.5665 (0.5284)</td>
<td>-2.9644</td>
<td>.0031*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 1,128

Log Likelihood: -530.8

* p < .05; .05 < p < .10
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